sound check

Pleasure Forever
Alter (Sub Pop)
What ever happened to rock? Now that getting signed to Sub Pop is easy like
Sunday morning, listening to Pleasure Forever's second full-length is a dark delicacy for the label's increasingly cute menu of harmlessly light tastes. With their most
recent feast, Alter, Andy Rothbard and company serve up elegant and sinister courses of hearty, aural dishes. Sabbathesque guitar riffs wrestle with pounding drums
and brooding keys for the very last wing of pheasant on the banquet table, as
melodies flow like fine wine. Eric Shea
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Adult.
Anxiety Always (Ersatz Audio)
Adult.'s husband and wife duo, Adam Lee Millerand Nicola Kuperus, have created
an album deserving of its title. The tracks are indeed anxiety-ridden; creating a futuristic, electronic sound that is much darker than their previously released singles collection, Resuscitation (2001). Kuperus' vocals manage to be melodic yet severe,
adding to the intense layering of beats by Miller.The underlying tension is coupled
with catchy melodies and lyrics. Catherine Siphron
Timo Maas
Music For The Maases 2 (Kinetic Records)
Timo Maas is the antidote to the hands-in-the-air OJ. Managing to crank dance
floors while maintaining integrity, Maas relies on quality, not gratuitous formulaic
build-up-and-breakdowns. Translating this understanding to production, Maas has
also lent his talent to numerous remixes. A select few are collected here on the second installment of Music For The Maases. Re-workings of Kelis, Garbage, Moloko,
Placebo, Moby, and Fatboy Slim, among others, showcase the funk-fueled, energetically percussive style that Maas has perfected to an art form. Uly Moayeri
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Everyone Down Here (Palm)
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Yo La Tengo
Summer Sun (Matador)
Like each of the ten albums preceding it, Summer Sun breaks complacent Yo La
Tengo forecasts and follows the trio's trajectory of unexpected

musical whimsy.

Varying in warm shades of lo-fi calm, the thirteen tracks convey a paired-down sensibility that's both expansive and intimate. From the sweet lilting bounce of "Tiny
Birds," and the groovy Brady-era soundtrack stylings of "Georgia vs. Yo La Tengo,"
to the jazzy incarnations of "Let's Be Still," Summer Sun gently washes over your
ears with a hazy

hum. Mar
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